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Abstract: We deal with interactive and graphical systems; that is,
those allowing users to manipulate data through their graphical
representations by using input output devices. Such a system
integrates a lot of notions going from software and hardware
components of the development environment to the interaction
modes with users : selection and direct manipulation of graphical
representation of data. The system reacts on external events due to
user actions on graphical objects. The effect of these actions is to
change the state of the system. Then, an interactive system evolves
during a session by changing its state according to external events.
Considering these characteristics, we elaborate a forma1 specification
approach intended to allow the specification of interaction when
specifying the entire system. The approach is based on the
description of the system and its behaviour through the differents
steps of evolution. As results, we get for a specification, a collection
of structured operational rules offering proof possibilities. An
example of specification is given with its correctness proof.
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Graphical interactive systems

1. Introduction
Considering graphical aspects in the specification of interactive and
graphical software is still a challenge. We mea.n by interactive and graphicd software, those dowing users to manipulate data through their pictures
by using input output devices. A graphical interactive system integrzutes
a lot of notions going from software and hardware components of the development environment t o the interaction modes with users (selection and
direct manipulation of data pictures). These latter elements are responsible of additional dificulties.
If conception and development aspects have been subject 0.1 many
works, [6], [4J [ 5 ] , [ll]?
the formakation aspect is less considered.
Our work c m be taken as the research of a formal specification apgroach dowing t o solve the difficulties. The approach is based on the
description of the system and its behaviour through the Werents steps
of evolution. We consider here a system in its globality instead of the
behaviour uf isolxted graphical components as proposed in [3].
Following the idea of structural operational semantics of Plotkin 693, we
daborate anapproaeh which consistsin describing the set of specifications
cf the system behaviour according to the interaction with .the externd
world. The entire specification isthen the set of rules associated with each
externd action. These considerations of rules enable forma9 reasoning.
The description of the system, its developmentenvironment and
users’s actions are handed. That
needs appropriate notations and formdism that will be presented in the paper.
The paper is organiaed as follows. In section 2) we’ll recall the main
characteristics and difficulties of the specification. In section 3) we’ll
present the key concepts intrsduced and .the specification technique. We’ll
$ive a specification example and correctness proof in section 4) and in the
last section, related m d future works.

2. Graphieal interactive systems

2.1. Main eharaeteristies
In order to fix the area of our study, we give the main notions
eharacterizing graphicd interactive system.
Concerning graphicd aspects, note that the system manipulates (creates, displays, modifies) graphicd objects which are the pictures of manipdated data or predefinied objects.

Graphical interactivesystems

In al1cases, all these objects can be definedonlyaccording to the
graphical development environment. Their behaviours are also linked to
the kind of behaviour predefined in the development environment.
Concerning interaction with users, they are on one hand, the interaction devices (mouse, keyboard, etc) and on the other hand the designation
facilities offered by the environment: most of the time, the interaction is
done by selectingthe displayed pictures by means of mouse, then the selection and activation of the desired operations through buttons, menus, etc.
About the system behaviour itself, it turns to be, when in a given
state, the application of an operation t o one or more objects, producing
results and then entering into another state in which another operation
can be handled.
In addition, we can summarize the characteristics of the system as
follows :
- its graphical development environment in physical level in order to take
account of interaction devices and logical level in order to exploit defined
objects, their behaviour and interaction modes,
- its behaviour according to manipulated objects, its current state and
external events indicating the operations of the user.

2.2. Dimculties offorma1 specification
According to theconsidered characteristics, what is fundamental is the
management of the graphical environment in al1 aspects. The difficulties
come from thedescription of objects in both internal and
external aspects,
the description of their behaviour and the impact of external events on the
system.' In the opposite of classical transformational systems where the
specification technique c m just manages how inputs are transformed into
outputs as theresult of execution, the specification of graphical interactive
systems must deal with the formalization of graphical aspects, the control
of the evolution of the system and consequently the description of a
dynamic semantics expressing the system behaviour.
A specification technique for such a system must deal with all these
specificities. How to manage these problems with a convenient abstraction
level and without getting into technical considerations ?
We attempt to bring some simple solutions to these interrogations
through the concepts presented in the following.
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The specification approach

3. The specificatisn approaeh
3.1. Main esneepts introduced
The aim is to find the suitable way to describe the behaviour of the
system during its aecution. Considering .the above defined characterietics,
it seems that any system can be described through the set of States by
which it transits during its execution. This state cm be characterized by:
- the description of objects ma,nipulated by the system and their current
characteristics,
- the description of graphical representxtions of the latter objects,
- the description of graphical objects of the environment and
- the description of interaction devices.
According to this diversity, we introduce for the moddization aspect,
three main notions which are : the State, the M e m ~ and
n ~ the View.

3.1.1. State We t d k about STATEwhen considering thefact that
graphical interactive system evolves dter the execution of a,n user action.
The notion of STATE describes then the set of informations which characterize the system when it is on an eniry psint.
The notion uf entry point dlows to describe a situation in which the
specified system is waiting for an action coming from the externd world,
that is from user (mouse pression, key stroke, etc).
After the execution of an action, the system can stay in the same State
or changes it according to the effect of the action on the informationcharacterizing the State.
the State is defined in the speeification proeess with the following idormations :
- the set of internd data or objects of the system,
- the current pannel(s) of buttons (let us note it Butpan),
- the activated cell (noted Cell-c) or activated cells (Cells),
- the eurrent activated menus,

3.1.2. Memsry The different objects manipulated by the system me
data or internd values. They constitute the Memory of the system. These
data exist on different levels : for the user they are seen through graphieal
representations. For the system, they have internd representations and
can be accessed by names or identifiers. The Memory is then the set of
objects manipulated by the system in the interna9 level.
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For a set of objects, they are a collection of identifiers, a collection of
values (and a collection of pictures for those which can be visualized) with
a correspondancy in the semantic level.
The value of an object can be agraphical external form or a functional
term describing theconstruction of the object. For thisreason we use
abstract data types [7] to describe them and we consider the terms of the
types as the objects values.
Then any objectcan be defined according tothe Memory by an
equation where the left member is sometimes taken to be the identifier
and the right member is thevalue of the object in the sense defined above.
As the value of an object can be its graphical representation, we have
graphical forms in equations and this Glows us to express selection and
direct manipulation in the specification.

3.1.3. View The View is a set of graphical objects. These objects are
those belonging to Memory and which can be visualized on the screen. We
can see them as the visual part of the Memory. In this sense, The View
can be taken as a particular subset of the Memory.
The View of the system is defined in the specification by the following
informations :
- the currently manipulated object (we’ll note simply obj-c ),
- the other visual objects manipulated by the system,
- the operation pannels representing available actions.
These three notions STATE, MEMORY and VIEW (S, M, V) constitute sets of object descriptions in the form of equational system. The
equations have the particularity to include graphical representations (we
considered only bidimensional representations) and to allow deductions
and equationalinfe.rences.
They constitute the backgroung of the specification method and allow
us t o specify in a given time the set of objects characterizing the system.

3.1.4. Relationship between STATE, MEMORY and VIEW
Considering the definitions given above, the notion of ST-4TE generalizes the others. But, we need to express distinctly Memory because, it
allows us to deal with object constructions or internal representations in
the specification. An object can then be referenced through the current
State of the system or through its description in the Memory.
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The interestis the ability to reason aboutthe dynamic evolution
af object during manipulations. Considering an object belonging to the
current State implicitly implies that i t belongs to the Memory.
About View, we need to define it because in the specification process
emphasis is on graphicd object and as a specific representation is needed,
we have ,to distinguish graphical objects fr0m others. Note that graphical
representation of an object can be used in place of the object itself. S 0
given ,the View is circonstancially sufficient for a subset of the Rfemory.
These relations between State, Memory and View justify the notation

Shf,V we adopt in the rest of ,the paper; SM expresses the inclusion of the
Memory in the State and V stands for the requirements on the graphical
level.
Then, the specification uf a system and its behaviour is written according to theses relations between State, Memory and View, completed
by notions and notations we’ll introduce.
3.2. Specification technique
The technique is based on the description of the successive situations
characterizing the evolution of the system during the execution. For this
reason we use S, M, Q to chasacterize each situation of the evolufion, that
is the notion of Configuration.
The evolution from a situation to anotheris characteriaed by the
notion of Transaction.

3.2.1. Configurations and Transactions

Configuration We call Configuration (noted C),a complete description
at a given time, of the system by using S, M and V and we note C =
(SM9V).
The specification consists then in describing, going €rom the initial
configuration, the final configuration obtained by the effect of the execution
of one or more actions. We get then the set of the system configurations,
that is the sequence of configurations ob,tdned when specifying the effect
of dl amilable actions on the different entry points.
, ) , V is the set of the specifications of
In a configuration C = ( S M V
the graphicd objects of the system, SM is the set of objects (graphical
or not) belonging to the system (internd representations , menus, button
pannels, mouse position, graphicd cells or active windows, etc) and Mis
the set of specifications of the system objects in abstract syntm form.
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Transaction For us? the notion of Transaction stands for a transition
involved by an external action of the user. There is no relation with other
signification for example in Database Systems.
A transaction expresses the transitionfrom a configuration to another.
Thistransitionis constrained by the interpretation of external events.
These latter represent the actions of users on the graphical environment
devices.
Since al1 operations are activated through graphical interfaces, they
can be handled in the specification by external events. The transactions
we'll be represented by transition rules plus action in the following form:

where ee stands for the external event that leads the system from the
, to the resulted one (SL:
V'). We presented in [l]a
configuration ( S M V)
more wide development of interaction handling based on external events.
We introduce an appropriate formalism where inferences are implicit
in order to manage equational inferences.

Transaction formalism To make thing clear, we introduce specific notations to represent transactions.
The style is inspired by the operator symbol I- " à la Sintzoff "[lO].
We use this symbol with the same signification as Sintzoff :
b is consequence of a, b is deduced from a, a implies b
For the compacity of the expressions, a and b are not always in predicate
form. Thus, the name of an action, Say act, represents the predicate : "the
user applies the action aet".

Presentation of transactions
in the following manner :

A transaction we'll be specified

estate' ,View'>
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This rule (or operational definition) has the following signification : if
the system is in the configuration (Stat;ate,Viezu)and the "ezternal evt. "is
interpreted then, the system moves to the configuration (State', View').
In such a transaction, we give only the information on which modifications
are applied, the others areimplicit. In the operational definitions, the
terms of State, Memory and View have respectively the form Stade C
expression, M e m t- expression, V i e w I- expression. That means,
the selection of an expression among those characterizing State, Memory,
and View.

3.2.2. Algebraic formalization of graphieal elements
For View, the elements allowing to handle formally the graphicd
environment where the system evolves are the following:

Variablesof graphieal sbjeets

We use these variables to build
graphicd terms. In ,the forma1 point of view, the semantics is that defined
for variables in Universal Algebra. Several Ends of graphical objects are
used in graphicd systens: data or object, cells, windows or applications.

'Variable of data

In the dgebraic and logic point of view, it is a variable the type of
which is graphicd data.

t

In the dgebraic and logic point of view, it is a variable the type o.f
which is graphical c d .

Variable of graphieal windsws

is a variable of the type graphical window.
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Constants

v
-

graphical representations of "released click" and "hold click"

"Mouse cliks" are operators intended to send external events, they are
constants.Other events, icons and predefined graphical objects are al1
graphical constants.

Graphical terms A graphical term is a graphical variable or a composition of graphical terms with an appropriate graphical operator.
Basic graphical operators
rn

Selection operator

Designation operator

These two operators produce graphical terms when applied to other
graphical terms. They allow us to properly write selected graphical Objects or designated ones. The inclusion of graphical objects is an implicit
graphical operation but the operator hasn't an explicit visual representation. Other graphical operators can be defined to compose graphical terms.

Closed graphical terms
A closed term (or ground term) is a term without variables.

A button has two components: a graphical one and the other internal
which links an action to the button. Formally, the graphical component is
defined by a non-closed term when the button hasn't a name.
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There is a name variable which we'll take a given name and .then we'll
have a closed term. A complete menu is a closed graphicd term. Indeed,
in theformal point of view: a menu is the composition of n buttons (a.nd/or
submenus) with the implicit graphical operator of vertical organization.

Non-elosed graphieal terms
Non-closed graphicd terms or just graphical terms if no confusion are
graphicd terms with variables.

U

these terms canbe combined with graphical operatorsta produce more
cornplex graphical objects.
Graphical miables and terms will be instanuated in operationdrules
for the description of the objects manipulated by the system spec3ed. The
transformation of internal representations to graphical ones can be defined
by morphisms.

3.2.3. Prsperties

The Memsry-View isomorphism By definition, the View is linked
with .the Memory. The perception of this link is the fact that each object
of the Memory which has a graphicd representation (in the View) is
represented by this unique representation. This latter gives access to the
ob ject
.
Any action on an object affects its graphical representation and conversdy. To formdize this correspondancy between objects and they graphi c d representations in 'View, we define the three following rules expressed
in the transaction formalism.
By convention, obj-c represents the current object, Ig a graphical
interpretation function which gives for a given object, its graphical representation and t stands for an object of the Memory. The Memory-View
isomorphism is defined as follows :

The specification approach
O

State

1
1

Ig(obj)

(17)
Mem

obj-c = obj

S t a t e k Ig(obj)

=A
Mem

obj-c = obj

The invariant 11expresses the fact that the selected graphical object
in View is that of the current object in Memory. I6i? expresses that to
the current object in Memory is the one corresponding to the selected
graphical object in View. 13 expresses that if there is a selected graphical
object in View and a current object in Memory so the graphical object is
the representation of the current object in Memory.
These rules are invariants for the specification and consequently, in
the other rules, we’ll use it without any recall.

Conservation of operations
To handle the history of user operations and the possibility of cancelling them, al1 operations are recorded. This is expressed as rules in the
specification of the system. These rules (also taken t o be invariants) are
the following:
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action

.II

D is a mapping standing for the description o.€ operations. A sequence of
elements is noted between brackets and the elements are separated by ’;’
. Example (eltl ; elt2 ; e h ) .
14 expresses that after each applied action, a description of the executed operation is recorded in the Memory. The invariant 15 expresses
that a grapLphicd object I@) is associated to any recorded operation sequence p.

...;

4. Applying the technique t s specify a systern

In this section, we apply the defined notions for the specification of
a transaction (a step in the

behavior of a given system). Then we give
the proof of correctness of the transaction by using invariants. Another
application of the technique to specify a graphicd interface c a n be found
in [2].
4.1. An example of speeifieatisn
We want to specify the application of a transformation noted TB to
an object t. The following transaction specifies that: from a configuration where the image of t is selected and the mouse cursor placed on the
button representing TR, if a n a t e r n devent occurs then the action associated to the button is applied to the selected image and we get another
configuration.
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a

S t a t e k TR(t) = t’

1

Stak

. . . :. . . . . . . . , .
*

t-

seq-oper = a
I

seq-oper = (a;D(TR(t)))

Then we have to prove the correctness of this specification using the
invariants we have defined. The idea isto obtain all information contained
in thefinal configuration,going from the initialconfiguration and by using
equational deduction and invariants.
4.2. Proof of correctness

From the initial configuration, ifwe use the invariant
O

Mem
obj-c

=t
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Applying the technique to specify a system

Ive get an information that we add t.o those which are in the current
configuration. Then, considering the mouse-clickeffect (remember the
operator), we get the following transaction:

Combining this result with the information amilable in the current State,
we obtain :

1

Mem

IMeml-

obj-c = TR(t)

S t a t e E TR(t) = t’

obj-c = t’

Then, with the invariant

12, we have

where we recognize a part of the idormationsof the final configuration of
oulc specification.
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In the same way, considering invariant 14 (which expresses the record
of all operations) we obtain directly from the initial configuration the
following result:

.....
............

11

tat te

seq-oper = a

seq-oper = (a;D(TR(t)))

In addition, we have found all information contained in the final configuration of the considered specification by deduction and by applying the
defined invariants; we conclude that the specification is correct.

5. Related works and concluding remarks
We have presented an approach based on transition rules allowing
to formally specify graphical interactive system. The specificity of these
rules is perceived by the fact that theformalism we have used is graphical
and allows us to manipulate graphical terms which we defined formally as
algebraic objects. Graphical aspects of systems are formalized, the link
between objects and their graphical representations established. Interaction between the system and its external world are handled with external
events on which it reacts. The result of the specification is a set of rules
(or operational definitions) giving the description of the behaviour of the
specified system. A system of invariants is used for correctness proof with
regard t o operational semantics of applied actions.
Compared with the most of existing formalisms which are textual,
the approach we present, differsby the visual aspect of the formalism
and the management of graphical and interactive aspects related to the
environment of development. Howeverwe mustnote two approaches
which seem more related to ours; In [3], the authors focus their work
on theformalization of the behaviour of graphical objects. These sensitive
objects are considered as reactive systems which react to user actions. The
language Esterel is used as the support of their formalization.
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The difference with Our approach can be summarized in two points:
on one hand they deal with the behauiour of isolated objects instead of an
entire system and use a textual language, on the other hand they don’t
d e d with graphical aspects.
The second approach is thzt of statedmrts presented in [SI. Here the
formalism used is visud too. The specification with statecharts is based on
state diiagrams with notions of concurrency, communication and hierarchy;
externa1 events are ak0 nsed beteveen two states. The difference with Our
approach is the lack of the formalization of graphical aspect, graphicd
representation and the link with objects manipulated; howeuer we don’t
have their notions of concurrency and communication. But this is not Our
initial motivation and can be the subject of future works as extension of
the current.
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